Severe thrombocytopenia after dasatinib treatment in a patient with Philadelphia chromosome-positive chronic myeloid leukemia
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Abstract: Dasatinib, a second-generation tyrosine kinase inhibitor, is used for treating patients with Philadelphia chromosome (Ph) positive leukemia, especially for those who are resistant or intolerant to imatinib. The common adverse effects associated to its use include myelosuppression, nausea, diarrhea, and peripheral edema. This study reports a very rare case of a 60-year-old male who suffered from severe thrombocytopenia after dasatinib administration. The platelet count did not increase even after dasatinib had been discontinued for more than 6 months. Various means had been tried, but the count of platelet did not increase, and the result was not optimistic. This is the first report of so severe thrombocytopenia after dasatinib treatment, and the pathophysiology underlying this reaction remains unknown. We hope that this case will help remind clinicians to pay more attention to the side effect of thrombocytopenia caused by dasatinib in the future.
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Introduction

Dasatinib, a second-generation BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), has been approved by Food and Drug Administration in 2010 in patients with Philadelphia chromosome (Ph)-positive malignancies such as chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) and acute lymphoblastic leukemia. It is recommended at 100 mg once daily as the starting dose in patients with chronic phase CML and at 70 mg twice daily in patients with chronic, blastic, or accelerated phase CML who are resistant or intolerant to previous treatment, including imatinib mesylate (IM). In vitro, dasatinib has more durable complete hematologic and cytogenetic responses and more potency (325 times more active) than IM for inhibiting BCR-ABL. As a result, if the patient develops resistance or intolerance after IM administration, discontinuation of IM and switch to dasatinib could be a better choice. The simultaneous, several adverse reactions have been encountered with dasatinib use as well: myelosuppression, fatigue, nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, peripheral edema, headache, and so on. Cytopenia occurs in almost all the patients treated with dasatinib; however, though not common, the rate of occurrence of grade 3/4 thrombocytopenia varies according to different clinical trials.

Here, we present a patient with Ph-positive CML for 14 years who suffered from severe thrombocytopenia for more than 1 year after dasatinib treatment and in whom the platelet count did not increase even after dasatinib had been discontinued for more than 6 months. This is the first report of severe thrombocytopenia caused by dasatinib, and we hope this case will help remind clinicians to pay more attention to this side effect.
Case report

A 60-year-old male without previous disease was diagnosed with Ph-positive CML and had suffered from it for almost 14 years. For having no appropriate donor to do bone marrow transplantation and as he was in the chronic phase of CML, in the first 6 years, he was given oral administration of hydroxyurea continuously, and it was well tolerated. Eight years ago, with the marketing of IM, the first-generation of TKI in People’s Republic of China, he began to take 400 mg of IM per day, and his disease was well controlled.

Two years ago, because of fatigue, the patient was referred to our department. Routine blood examination revealed white blood cell count (WBC) $13.72 \times 10^9/L$ (normal range: $4 \times 10^9/L–10 \times 10^9/L$), level of hemoglobin $11.7$ g/dL (normal range: $12–16$ g/dL), number of platelets $410 \times 10^9/L$ (normal range: $100 \times 10^9/L–300 \times 10^9/L$), and proportion of neutrophil normal. Bone marrow examination showed that the proportion of myelocyte and metamyelocyte was 35.2%, and this indicated that the patient was still in the chronic phase of CML. IM-resistant gene was also not mutated. However, 1 year ago, routine blood examination of this patient revealed the WBC count of $162 \times 10^9/L$, and for four consecutive months the count of WBC was always above $60 \times 10^9/L$. The count of red blood cell and the level of hemoglobin were in accepted range. Though bone marrow examination indicated that the patient was still in the chronic phase, considering the patient’s condition of disease, dasatinib was used, and the dosage of dasatinib was 100 mg daily. After taking dasatinib, severe myelosuppression occurred in this patient, especially the platelet count, so we adjusted the dosage of dasatinib considering both the disease and the patient’s count of platelet (Figure 1). On September 11, 2014, dasatinib was totally discontinued; however, the platelet count could not recover. For having no other disease except CML, the patient only took dasatinib; side effect of thrombocytopenia of dasatinib was only considered. Various means such as platelet transfusion, combined cytokines, and traditional Chinese medicine had been tried, but the number of platelets was still kept in a very stable range of $5 \times 10^9/L–10 \times 10^9/L$. After 3 months of dasatinib discontinuation, B ultrasound examination of abdomen revealed that the length of spleen increased to 13 cm from the previous normal size (less than 12 cm). Several bone marrow examinations indicated that the percent of myelocytes and metamyelocytes was kept in about 40% and the patient was still in the chronic phase, not progressed to the accelerated phase, but the reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) showed that the positive rate of BCR-ABL increased to 388/500 from 150/500. The patient had no other special signs and symptoms except large ecchymosis caused by low platelets during the treatment in our hospital, and no other side effects related with dasatinib occurred except thrombocytopenia. The count of platelet did not have the tendency to rise, so we are afraid that the thrombocytopenia would be irreversible. What was worse, stopping dasatinib would exacerbate the CML.

Discussion

Dasatinib is generally well tolerated by patients reported in clinical trials; however, side effects also occurred in a small group of patients. Though thrombocytopenia is a very
common adverse effect of dasatinib, according to the results of previous clinical studies, no thrombocytopenia as severe as in our case has been reported. We present a patient with Ph-positive CML who developed thrombocytopenia during the treatment with dasatinib after ruling out other possibilities. After stopping of dasatinib for more than 6 months, the number of platelets could not recover. The mechanism and pathophysiology underlying this reaction still remained unknown. Though no standard treatment for TKI induced thrombocytopenia according to guidelines, there are some other choices after the failure of dasatinib treatment. Changing to other TKIs could be an option, but second-generation and third-generation TKIs all had the side effect of causing myelosuppression. Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation could also be offered for those patients who presented with blast phase at diagnosis. For the patient we reported, because of the limitation of his age, his economic condition, and no appropriate donor, it is not suitable to do transplantation. Though we know that so severe thrombocytopenia may not occur in other patients with Ph-positive malignancies, for reporting of this case, we just hope that this case could help guide clinicians in the future to pay more attention to the adverse effects of thrombocytopenia and also we want to ask specialists around the world to help this patient.
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